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BUZKASHI
CATCH A GAME HERE: Afghanistan

If Disney on Ice isn’t in town the next time you’re in Afghanistan, take the kids to
a game of buzkashi, or goat dragging. You’ll see horsemen struggling to control a
decapitated goat carcass. (Or as the travel brochure probably says, “Fun for the whole
family!”) The rules are simple yet strictly enforced by military officers: Ride into the
end zone holding the dead goat, don’t use weapons to murder your opponent, and
don’t fall off and die. OK, kids, who wants some cotton candy?

“See, Dad? I told
you I’d go pro!”
said the goat.

The NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB not enough to quench
your thirst for sports? Then take a trip around the
globe and marvel at mankind’s most peculiar pastimes.
Pass the decapitated goat—we’re open!
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CAR SOCCER
CATCH A GAME HERE: England

Made famous by BBC’s Top Gear, car
soccer—ahem, “car football,” as they insist
on calling it—is like a David Beckham
cameo in Tokyo Drift. Two teams of five
drivers slide out, burn rubber, and inevitably collide trying to push a giant ball into
a net. Also played at demolition derbies
across the U.S., it’s like regular soccer,
only on four wheels and, er, watchable.

We can only
hope they’re
wearing
shin guards.
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UNDERWATER
HOCKEY
CATCH A GAME HERE: Australia

Two six-player teams equipped with small
sticks and snorkels grapple on the bottom of
a pool for a weighted puck in this odd hybrid,
which started in England but is now popular
worldwide. Expect lots of gasping for air and
slow-motion tangling of limbs. Ice hockey
players may scoff, until they black out from
overexertion. You haven’t lived till you’ve
been cross-checked by a man in a Speedo.
Two minutes in
the penalty box
for peeing.

BE A
CHAMPION

THESE ARE DEFINITELY
THE ODDEST COMPETITIONS OUT
THERE. GO GET SOME GLORY!

Sorry, Top
Gun: You’ve
just been
outsexied.

FLORA-BAMA MULLET TOSS

Southerners raise money
for charity by competing
to toss a dead fish—called
a mullet—across the
Alabama state line into
Florida. It’s (obviously) followed by a bikini contest.
Goes down in: April
Click: florabama.com

CHEESE ROLLING

Drunken Brits chase a coveted wheel of cheese down
a hill so steep it’s almost a
cliff. They tumble down and
(literally) break their crowns
for a chance at the grand
prize: the cheese itself!
Goes down in: May
Click: cheese-rolling.co.uk

SEGWAY POLO
CATCH A GAME HERE: San Francisco

Nope, nothing
nerdy going
on here!

Finally, a sport for mall cops! Popularizing this
dorktastic game is the second most notable
accomplishment of Apple cofounder Steve
Wozniak. It’s played like regular polo, only
at a max speed of 12.5 mph. Also, “right of
way” rules prohibit cutting off other players.
If you’re lucky, someone will score. If you’re
really lucky, some hedge-fund owner will take
an epic fall from his $6,000 nerdmobile.
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Where’s
Buddy the
Elf when you
need him?

GREASED-POLE CLIMB

Indonesians celebrate their
country’s independence
by climbing giant greased
poles topped with household appliances. (Apparently Sears is closed on
national holidays.)
Goes down in: August
Click: indonesia.travel

Whipped dudes haul their
wives through a Tough
Mudder–esque course.
Biggest challenges: sandpits, water obstacles,
and incessant nagging.
Goes down in: October
Click: wife-carrying.org
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CATCH A GAME HERE: Spain

Thank God
they have free
health care.

NORTH AMERICAN WIFE
CARRYING CHAMPIONSHIP
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BOSSABALL

Bossaball makes other beach games seem as fun as Excel. That’s because teams of
four to five bounce around on trampolines surrounded by inflatables, then bump, set,
spike, or bicycle-kick the ball over a net. Even the ref is more like a cruise ship’s poolside games director. He makes calls, sure, but also mans a microphone, drums, and
a DJ set as a sexy soundtrack bumps in the background. Just imagine Pitbull in zebra
stripes making simultaneous out-of-bounds and frozen-margarita calls.

ROYAL SHROVETIDE
FOOTBALL

TEAM SNOWBALL
FIGHTING

CATCH A GAME HERE: England

CATCH A GAME HERE: Japan

An English town’s annual football game meets soccer riot
makes the NFL look as hardcore as The View. It sounds familiar:
two teams, two end zones, one ball. Difference is, each team
has hundreds of drunken players, the end zones are separated
by an entire town, and the ball is a human head (well, used to
be, until they changed the rules). The main rule—“Murder and
manslaughter are barred”—still stands. Thank goodness!

More than 20,000 spectators trudge to the annual ShowaShinzan International Yukigassen Tournament, where teams
from around the (snow) globe dodge, dip, dive, and duck
around a volleyball-size court lined with barricades. Think
of it as dodgeball meets capture the flag, as teams eliminate
opponents with direct hits, then try to grab a flag from the
other team’s side. What’s Japanese for “Bundle up, bitch!”?
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